
PyFAI … yet another azimuthal integration tool

PyFAI is an open-source python library for Fast Azimuthal Integration1. Unlike other famous azimuthal 
integration tools like SPD2 written in C or Fit2D3 written in Fortran, pyFAI is written in a high level language 
with an underlying C and OpenCL layer for performances. The project's name includes the word "fast" 
because integration is done in a single operation: one input pixel from the detector provides a unique  
contribution to the diffraction pattern, avoiding any re-sampling or aliasing, hence algorithmically faster. 

Introduction 

Online data analysis in powder diffraction experiments can only be 
achieved if the correct calibration is available before the start of an 
experiment. PyFAI has been designed to allow fast and precise 
calibration of any diffraction set-up on the one hand, and ensures that 
calibration is correctly used in the integration procedure on the other.  
The integration/caking is done with position  histogramming weighted by 
data.

Versatile Experiment Geometries

Fit2D3 experimental geometry definition is optimized for transmission 
geometry whereas off-axis geometries become increasingly common. 
SPD2 parametrisation is suited to any geometry (with plane detectors). 
In pyFAI, all operations are made following SPD geometry.
A compatibility layer ensures consistency with the parameter set of Fit2D.

Reference sample images preprocessing

PyFAI offers the capability to average a set of calibration images after  
removing saturated detector zones (median filter). Auto-removal of dark 
pixels (beam-stop, tapper defects, …) is also done to ease calibration. 

Geometry Calibration

A graphical interface (based on matplotlib) provides the capability to pick-
up regions of peaks and extract automatically all local peak positions. 
The 2θ values and the peak positions are used to refine all six 
parameters (1 distance, 2 PONI and 3 rotations) using a least square fit 
(with constraints). PyFAI saves all control points and calibration 
parameters to allow easy re-calibration or further corrections.

Wavelength refinement

An outstanding pyFAI option is the re-optimization of a set of calibration 
images taken in various geometries and refinement of  the  wavelength 
using all data-points from all geometries.

PyFAI (GPL license) is beta-released (version 0.2.4)
Dependencies: python 2.6+, numpy, scipy, matplotlib and fabio.
For best performances: FFTw3 with pyFFTw, OpenCL (and a GPU) 
Download from: http://forge.epn-campus.eu/projects/azimuthal/files
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Implementation of azimuthal integration 

Azimuthal integration is obtained by histogramming in 1D (or 2D) the 2θ- 
positions (or the 2θ, χ-positions) weighted with data, after correction for solid 
angle δΩ.

There are currently three implementations of the histogram strategy:

 Basic numpy histogram, without pixel split (1D: 2s / 2D: 20s)

 Cython/OpenMP histogram, with partial pixels split (1D: 0.2s / 2D: 0.5s)

 OpenCL/GPU histogram without pixel split (1D: 0.005s)

Corrections available:

 “Dark current” is subtracted from raw data

 Data is divided by “flat field image” 

 2θ, χ and δΩ arrays are generated from a spline file and the geometry 
description (1 distance, 2 PONI, 3 rotations) then put in cache.

 Masked pixels are removed from data, 2θ, χ and δΩ arrays

 Diffractograms are obtained by histogramming:
2θ – 1D histogram of weighted by data / δΩ
(2θ, χ)   – 2D histogram weighted by data / δΩ

 Standard deviation can be calculated from variance array (for SAXS data).

Further developments

More precise pixel splitting (assuming a constant photon density on the 
surface) and the port to GPU (OpenCL) of pixel splitting algorithms are in 
preparation. Finally, pyFAI will be integrated into EDNA to provide high speed 
online data analysis tools.

Conclusions

PyFAI is a young project but it already provides:

 Geometry equivalence with SPD and Fit2D

 Faster integration using OpenMP (multi-threaded CPU) and OpenCL (GPU)

 Versatility of a library with easy programming language

 Many input file formats by using the FabIO4 library

PyFAI is developed under Linux and tested under Windows with pythonXY. It 
should hopefully work as well under MacOSX.

Histogram 1D with 2θ

Histogram 2D with 2θ, χ

SampleDetDist= 1.057363e-01m
PONI= 5.301968e-02, 5.660461e-02m
rot1=0.027767  rot2= 0.016991  rot3= -0.000018 rad

DirectBeamDist= 105.792mm
Center: x=1046.858, y=1060.720 pix
Tilt=1.865 deg  TiltPlanRot= 148.532 deg
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Courtesy of P. Bösecke2.
PONI: Point Of Normal Incidence.
Sample's orthogonal projection 
on the detector.
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